
UNDERSTANDING THE THREE FORCES THAT ACT ON AN AIRPLANES

TO KEEP IT AIRBORNE

We may take flight for granted; yet, knowing the science behind it gives us a The way the four forces act on the airplane
make the plane do.

When describing forces , we have to specify both the magnitude and the direction. What we must achieve, if
we are to successfully fly an aircraft in level flight, is a working balance among the three forces of lift, weight,
and tail force so the aircraft can remain in a level attitude. On an aircraft, this thrust is produced by engines.
An increase in angle of attack reduces our margin from the critical angle of attackâ€”the stallâ€”and, thus,
increases our stall speed. Lesson Background and Concepts for Teachers Aerodynamics, the study of flight, is
founded on four basic forces â€” lift, weight, thrust and drag. If the wing is angled correctly, the air is
deflected downwards. It points opposite the direction of flight. We achieve stability in aircraft not through
equal, directly opposed forces, but through the balance of eccentric forces, forces that are intentionally
designed to act in dynamic tension. Air is pulled in and then pushed out in an opposite direction. Both of these
problems are related to the object's weight and the location of the center of gravity. This is something called
stall, and it's not a good thing. So we can make a little plot here of that. Useful links This website discusses
how aeroplane wings really work and describes the common explanation based on Bernoulli and the physics
explanation using Newton. The way the four forces act on the airplane make the plane do different things. To
produce additional lift, we must increase our angle of attack. No, it's not them either. Normally, air moves
along smoothly in streams, but airflow is disturbed when a wing moves through it, and the air divides and
flows around the wing. They learn the difference between friction drag, form drag and induced drag, and how
thrust is involved. What stories involve people wanting to fly Greek myths? Have each student walk around
the room and find a student who can define one vocabulary term. Bingo: Provide each student with a sheet of
paper containing a list of the lesson vocabulary terms. Drag is caused by friction and differences in air
pressure. We can think of this weight as the centre of gravity. Its work is to push the tail section of the aircraft
downward to counteract the tendency of the wing to lift the tail up and over the centre of gravity. This ensures
the aircraft will have a designed-in tendency to put its nose down in the event lift is lost or significantly
reduced, for example, in a stall. Now we come to the question of moving the centre of gravity forward or aft
within the limits established and published by the aircraft manufacturer. We can imagine this weight as the
tail-force working to keep the stick level. Answer: Lift What force must be larger for the airplane to slow
down? Middle School Lesson May the Force Be with You: Lift Students revisit Bernoulli's principle presented
in lesson 1 of the Airplanes unit and learn how engineers use this principle to design airplane wings. Aircraft
lift acts through a single point called the center of pressure. During a flight, an airplane's weight constantly
changes as the aircraft consumes fuel. The shape of the aerofoil is different for different aircraft. An
aeronautical engineer might also work with a biologist to learn about how birds or insects fly. So as the angle
of attack increases-- oh, thank you-- the coefficient of drag increases as well. When the lift force is bigger than
the weight force, the airplane goes up faster. Drag: The force that slows an airplane or parachute down. The
horizontal stabilizer, normally found at the tail of an aircraft, is an airfoil much like the wing except it
produces negative lift, lift directed downward under normal flight conditions rather than upward. So the pilot
must constantly adjust the controls to keep the airplane balanced, or trimmed. It appears there are actually a
number of explanations for lift that include the angle of attack and the Bernoulli principle and that these
explanations work together to explain how lift is produced. After a winter of experimenting with an air tunnel
an enclosed space with a stationery object surrounded by moving air to learn more about the forces of flight,
Wilbur and Orville Wright flew the first airplane that could be controlled in the air in  If you require maximum
range and power efficiency and do not intend to do any complex manoeuvring or if you expect reasonably
calm conditions, a more aft centre of gravity would be a better fit. When did humans first make a successful
journey into space? There is a limit to how large the angle of attack may be.


